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 Alice-Miranda in the Alps #12 (Jacqueline Harvey)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Alice-Miranda and her friends are off to Switzerland to ski, sightsee and experience the unique White Turf racing event. Mid-
holiday, the Baron, a close friend of Alice-Miranda’s family, reappears after being mysteriously uncontactable, and the group 
head across the country to stay at the Grand Hotel Von Zwicky. The resort town of Zermatt is full of charm, but underneath the 
picturesque exterior are glimpses of shady dealings and unsavoury characters. 

 Alice-Miranda at School #1  Alice-Miranda in Paris #7
 Alice-Miranda on Holidays #2  Alice-Miranda Shines Bright #8
 Alice-Miranda Takes the Lead #3  Alice-Miranda in Japan #9
 Alice-Miranda at Sea #4   Alice-Miranda at Camp #10
 Alice-Miranda in New York #5  Alice-Miranda at the Palace #11
 Alice-Miranda Shows the Way #6

 Asterix and the Missing Scroll #36 (Ferri Jean-Yves)  $24.99 $18.00ea
The brand new Asterix album.  The long awaited new album featuring Asterix, the Gaul.  Following in the footsteps of Goscinny 
and Uderzo, the thirty-sixth Asterix album by Ferri and Conrad and centres around a mysterious missing scroll. 

 Asterix the Gaul #1  Asterix and the Soothsayer #19
 Asterix and the Golden Sickle #2  Asterix in Corsica #20
 Asterix and the Goths #3  Asterix and Caesar’s Gift $21
 Asterix and the Gladiator #4  Asterix and the Great Crossing #22
 Asterix and the Banquet #5  Obelix and Co #23
 Asterix and Cleopatra #6  Asterix In Belgium #24
 Asterix and the Big Fight #7  Asterix and the Great Divide #25
 Asterix in Britain #8  Asterix and the Black Gold #26
 Asterix and the Normans #9  Asterix and Son #27
 Asterix the Legionary #10  Asterix and the Magic Carpet #28
 Asterix and the Chieftain’s Shield #11  Asterix and the Secret Weapon #29
 Asterix at the Olympic Games #12  Asterix and Obelix All At Sea #30
 Asterix and the Cauldron #13  Asterix and the Actress #31
 Asterix in Spain #14  Asterix and the Class Act #32
 Asterix and the Roman Agent #15  Asterix and the Falling Sky #33
 Asterix in Switzerland #16  Asterix and Obelix’s Birthday: Golden Book #34
 Mansions of the Gods, The #17  Asterix and the Picts #35
 Asterix and the Laurel Wreath #18

 Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #6: Live Each Day to the Dumbest (Jim Benton)  $9.99 $9.00ea
When Jamie inherits a trunk of her grandmother’s things, she never expects to find the biggest surprise of all, Grandma’s diary. 
Violating the privacy of a diary is something Jamie would never do . . . unless she was absolutely certain that she wanted to do 
it. And when she does, she learns that, deep down, everyone is exactly the same. Dumb.

 Hasn’t This Gone On Long Enough? #1  What I Don’t Know Might Hurt Me #4
 Super-Nice Are Super-Annoying, The #2  You Can Bet On That #5
 Nobody’s Perfect. I’m as Close as it Gets #3

 Diary of a Wimpy Kid #10: Old School (Jeff Kinney)  $14.99 $11.99ea
Life was better in the old days. Or was it? That’s the question Greg Heffley is asking as his town voluntarily unplugs and goes 
electronics-free. But modern life has its conveniences, and Greg isn’t cut out for an old-fashioned world. With tension building 
inside and outside the Heffley home, will Greg find a way to survive? Or is going ‘old school’ just too hard for a kid like Greg?

 Diary of a Wimpy Kid #1  Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever #6
 Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick Rules #2  Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Third Wheel #7
 Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Last Straw #3  Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck #8
 Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days #4  Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Long Haul #9
 Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Ugly Truth #5

 Dork Diaries: Puppy Love #10 (Rachel Renee Russell)  $16.99 $15.30ea
The brand NEW instalment from the internationally bestselling DORK DIARIES series, now with 13 million copies in print 
worldwide! Perfect for fans of Wimpy Kid, Tom Gates, Jacqueline Wilson and James Patterson. Nikki’s diary is up to the month 
of May, and springtime is sure to bring more adorkable fun for Nikki and her friends Chloe, Zoey and Brandon!

 Dork Diaries #1  Skating Sensation #4  Dork Diaries: TV Star #7
 Party Time #2  Dork Diaries: Dear Dork #5  Dork Diaries: Once Upon a Dork #8
 Pop Star #3  Holiday Heartbreak #6   Dork Diaries : Drama Queen #9

 Hattie B Magical Vet #6: Phoenix’s Flame, The (Claire Taylor-Smith)   $12.99 $11.70ea
The creatures of The Kingdom of Bellua need Hattie’s help now more than ever! Evil King Ivar of the Imps has stolen the 
ultimate power - the immortality of a young Phoenix. With a little help from her friends, Hattie must help the Phoenix get her 
power back before she can face King Ivar and free the creatures of Bellua once and for all!

 Dragon’s Song, The #1  Fairy’s Wing, The #3  Pony’s Hoof, The #5
 Unicorn’s Horn, The #2  Mermaid’s Tail, The #4

 Kaboom Kid (David Warner)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Meet Little Davey Warner. He lives in Sandhill Flats with his mum and dad and his brother Steve – and his stinky dog Max. 
Davey and his schoolmates – even Max – are MAD for cricket. All they want to do is play … but there’s always something 
getting in their way.

 Big Switch, The #1  Keep It Down #3  Big Time#5 NEW 
 Playing Up #2   Hit For Six #4   Home and Away #6 NEW
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 How to Fight a Dragon’s Fury (Cressida Cowell)  $19.99 $15.99
Dragons vs Humans: is this the end? Find out in the twelfth book in the How to Train Your Dragon series. It is the Doomsday 
of Yule. At the end of this day, either the humans or the dragons will face extinction. Hiccup must fight the Dragon Furious and 
end the Rebellion ... ALONE. As Doomsday draws to an end can Hiccup be the Hero of the hour? Will the dragons survive?

 How to Train Your Dragon  $14.99 $11.99  How to Ride a Dragon’s Storm  $14.99 $11.99
 How to be a Pirate  $14.99 $11.99  How to Break a Dragon’s Heart  $14.99 $11.99
 How to Speak Dragonese  $14.99 $11.99  How to Steal a Dragon’s Sword  $14.99 $11.99
 How to Cheat Dragon’s Curse  $14.99 $11.99   How to Seize a Dragon’s Jewel  $14.99 $11.99
 How to Twist a Dragon’s Tail  $14.99 $11.99   How to Betray a Dragon’s Hero  $14.99 $11.99
 Hero’s Guide to Deadly Dragons  $14.99 $11.99

Stuff Happens (Various)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Stuff Happens is an important new series for boys aged between 7 and 11 about everyday challenges. Written by established 
authors such as, Tony Wilson, Andrew Daddo, Philip Gwynne, Will Kostakis, Oliver Phommavanh, Scot Gardner, Justin D’Ath 
and James Roy, each book features a different character and follows them as they overcome a particular everyday challenge. 
It explores those everyday struggles in life that boys can sometimes be reluctant to express: quarrels with mates, a bad day at 
school, fear of disappointing mum and dad, rejection and not fitting in. 

 Cooper (Justin D’Ath)  Harry (Alex McDiarmid) NEW  Michael  Tom (Pat Flynn) NEW 
 Ethan (Oliver Phommavanh)  Jack (Tony Wilson) NEW  Ned (Andrew Dadd) 
 Fadi (Scot Gardner)   Lennie (James Roy)   Sean (William Kostakis)

Tom Gates: Top of the Class (Nearly) #9 (Liz Pichon)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Follow Tom as he runs for the school council and TRIES to be top of the class. As per usual things don’t quite go according to 
plan… If only Tom could follow his own TOP tips for being Top of the Class! 1. Stay awake in lessons (it helps.) 2. Don’t draw 
HILARIOUS pictures of your teachers. 3. AVOID the class bully to stay out of trouble. 4. Don’t let Mum and Dad write ANYTHING 
in your school planner. . Don’t let your grumpy sister Delia BOSS you around. (Technically not a school issue - but still important.)

 Brilliant World of Tom Gates #1    Tom Gates Is Absolutely Fantastic #5
 Excellent Excuses and Other Good Stuff #2    Tom Gates: Extra Special Treats (Not) #6 
 Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of) #3    Tom Gates: A Tiny Bit Lucky #7 
 Tom Gates: Genius Ideas (Mostly) #4   Tom Gates: Yes No (Maybe) #8 
 Tom Gates: Best Book Day Ever! (So Far)  $7.99 $7.20

Trickstars (Karen Wood)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Meet the Trickstars, Ruby, Lexie and Kit, the fantastic trick-riding triplets.  Ruby and her sisters dream of a life far from Windara 
Farm, performing spectacular tricks on their beautiful gypsy cob horses.

 Triple Magic #1  Second Chance #3  Princess of the Sands #5 NEW
 Summer Spell #2   Saving Destiny #4   Chasing Dreams #6 NEW

World of Norm #8: May Contain Buts (Jonathan Meres)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Norm knew it was going to be one of those days when he went to the toilet, just for something to do... But things can only get 
better, right? WRONG! If only Brian and Dave hadn’t found Dad’s million year old aftershave. If only Mikey wasn’t feeling lower 
than a snake’s backside. If only Chelsea would hurry up and move! It’s all ifs and buts though. Or should that be whiffs and 
butts? Either way it’s just so flipping unfair!

 May Contain Nuts #1   May Require Batteries #4   Must Be Washed Separately #7
 May Cause Irritation #2   May Be Contagious #5
 May Produce Gas #3          May Need Rebooting #6

You Choose (George Ivanoff)  $14.99 $13.50ea
YOU CHOOSE is a series of interactive books where the reader gets to make key decisions about how the story progresses. 
Numerous intertwining story paths and a plethora of different endings (many of them resulting in certain death), combined with 
a variety of genres and an odd assortment of really weird characters should provide a roller-coaster ride of a reading adventure.

 Treasure of Dead Man’s Cove #1  Night of the Creepy Carnival #5
 Mayhem at Magic School #2  Alien Invaders From Beyond the Stars #6
 Maze of Doom #3   Super Sports Spectacular #7 NEW
 Haunting of Spook House #4   Trapped in the Games Grid #8 NEW

You Choose: Batman (Various)  $10.99 $9.90ea
A series of You Choose Stories featuring BATMAN, the CAPED CRUSADER! These adventures feature action-packed stories 
and comic-style illustrations that allow the readers to choose their own path. In each book, with the help of the reader, 
BATMAN solves crimes and takes down his worst super-villains in a truly dynamic reading experience.

 Joker’s Dozen, The          Riddler’s Ransom, The            Seed Bank Heist            Summer Freeze

You Choose: Scooby-Doo! (Various)  $10.99 $9.90ea
A new series of You Choose Books featuring Scooby-Doo and his friends Fred, Velma, Daphne, and Shaggy! These mysteries 
feature fun, action-packed stories (and illustrations!) that allow the reader to choose their own path. In each book, with the help of 
the reader, Scooby and the gang will solve spooky mysteries and expose common criminals in a truly dynamic reading experience.

 Fright at Zombie Farm, The   House on Spooky Street
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